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HOW WE THINK

There is no 3D printing technology ideal for every user and for every matter.
There is also no ideal 3D printer, that will be able to accomplish every work or
task. But there are some, which will give you wider options and higher savings
than other. We can guarantee that our SLS is one of them.
We made it with thought about companies like ours - who when spending money
for new devices, innovations and equipment want to be sure that the purchase
will bring profits and returs on investment at the highest possible level. Se we
provide machine with best price-quality ratio. So lets talk about profits, you can
get when using it.

co-founders & managing partners

www.sondasys.com

HOW WE DO IT

Quality
All of our systems are equipped with the most advanced optical system avaliable in the market.
All processes are digitally controlled for the highest precision of printouts.
High power laser enables fast and precise sintering of material.

R&D
Sonda SYS. systems were designed by the team of engineers and specialists
with over 13 years od experience in 3D printing and rapid prototyping areas.

Sonda SYS. SL is the result of several years of reaserch and development.

Some data about our company
OUR FACILITY surface of the production: 2000 m2
sufrace of the R&D department: 250m2
PRODUCTION TEAM industrial automation
electronics
optics
CAD construction
assembly
R&D TEAM internal
external
R&D GOALS steering software development
materials/consumables implementation and development
assembly lines development
creation of a SLS/SLM service center

OUR
TECHNOLOGIES

Our first of all - SLS technology
Selective laser sintering is the technology we use and develope the most. Our SLS printer model SL - is the result of many years of research and development and it's based on our
knowledge and wide experience in rapid prototyping industry which we've been gaining for
over 13 years.
We belive, that SLS technology is still innovative solution for many industries, including:
automotive, aerospace, medicine etc. Our SLS model is designed, produced and assembled
in Poland (Ogrodzieniec). Allows to produce parts using polyamide powders. including PA6
and high temperature materials. We made it with two exchangeable building-chamber
sizes, which allows to optimize production time and reduce costs even to 70% down.

Our other technologies
SLA TECHNOLOGY
The highest precision of printing small details and very smooth surfaces of the models. Technology
mostly recommended for printing prototypes and imitation models. SLA uses special laser for
hardening liquid resins. All machines are assembled and optimized in Poland to fulfill EU regulations.
SLM TECHNOLOGY
Producing metal parts using laser metal sintering. The best solution for automotive, medical and
aerospace industries. Selective sintering of metal models saves time when producing short series or
prototype models. Elements that would have been created for weeks by traditional methods can be
completed in just hours or days. All machines are assembled and optimized in Poland to fulfill EU
regulations.

www.sondasys.com
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Our blockbuster is Model "SL"
Are you wondering why?

SL02 is the only one big SLS 3D printer in the global market with
two building chamber sizes.
Smaller chamber size (265x265x310 mm) is dedicated to prototyping.
Larger one (365x365x610 mm) is dedicated to short series production.
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We are able to rebuild and develop 3DP devices that include
specific, individual clients needs - also adaptation to printing
from PA6 and other high temperature materials.
Every machine is build for particular order.
Every device we produce is dedicated for the customer and differ a little bit
from the others. We have few options we can modify and our clients have to
choose the final printers parameters before we start building it.

This kind of customizing is our biggest market differentiator, that gives us business
advantages and to the customer possibility of purchasing exact the machine he is
looking for.
We are prepared for delivering additive manufacturing machines which are tailored to
the specifics of the separate company's operations as much as possible.
That is why our flag product - SL02 - is the only industrial SLS 3D printer in the global
market with two exchangeable/convertible building chamber sizes included.

It makes our SLS as flexible and also as time- and cost effective, as possible.
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Please check out Sonda SYS. SL02 technical data
BUILDING CHAMBER

DIMENSIONS
MATERIAL HEATING SYSTEM
AVAILABLE MATERIALS
OPERATING SYSTEM

265 x 265 x 310 mm (incluuded)
365 x 365 x 610 mm (included)
infrared heaters
PA 11, PA12, PA6
Windows 7

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT
WORKING TEMPERATURE
POWER SUPPLY

1985 x 1515 x 2160 mm
~1500 kg
20-26 °C
3/N/PE/400V AC 50Hz 8kW,3x32A

OPTICS

LASER
LASER BEAM DIAMETER (1/e2)
POWER
SCANNING SPEED

CO2
0.5 mm
60 - 100 W
up to 12.0 m/s

TOLERANCES AND
DIMENSIONS

LAYER THICKNESS
MINIMUM WALL THINCKNESS
TOLERANCES

0.1 / 0.12 / 0.15 / 0.18 mm
0.5 - 1..0 mm
+/- 0.3% with minimum of +/- 0.3 mm

OTHER

CONNECTION
SOFTWARE
FILE FORMAT

enthernet, WiFi, Bluetooth
Sonda SYS RP
STL

WARRANTY

LASER
MACHINE

12 months or 10 000 h
12 months

If you have any additional question, please e-mail to :
Radek Sznajder
senior product manager
rsznajder@sondasys.com

Aneta Arwaj
new business manager
aarwaj@sondasys.com
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Need more info? Please let us know!
contact@sondasys.com

Sonda SYS. team

Sonda SYS sp. z o.o.
ul. Kościuszki 107a
42-440 Ogrodzieniec POLAND
VAT EU: PL6443510795

www.sondasys.com

